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Strategic Marketing of Telecom Leaders in the World

I honestly declare that I am not in any allied relatioship with the author of this Master´s Thesis. 

University of Economics, Prague

Thesis is focused on strategic marketing of telecommunication companies. Broad theoretical part is written precisely; it is 

easy to follow and has a logical flow. On the other hand it brings only basic overview of general strategic marketing theory.  

Practical part deals with analysis of the world telecommunication market and forecast of future development. Thesis is 

focused strongly on marketing communication and social media. Compared to theoretical part it is too narrow focus. Other 

marketing tools could be considered as well.  Own market research is a valuable part of this thesis. Student could devote 

more attention to it. From quite extensive questionnaire only selected findings are reported. The analysis itself could be 

done more precisely (e.g. crosstabs). The research is  introduced insufficiently (e.g.,  the size of the sample is missing). 

Demands on diploma thesis are fulfilled and I recommend it for defence.1) What are the key competitive factors on 

telecommunication market? 2)Facebook is banned website in China. Why the missing presence of China Mobile 

Communications on Facebook is criticised? Discuss the relevance of Graph 21. 
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Analysis of key trends in strategic marketing, including analysis and forecasts of the international telecommunications 

market.


